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FORTHCOMING
EVENTS
CILA Webinar
The Critical Analysis
Ten Point Plan

General Data

Thursday 22nd February 2018

Protection Regulations
Thinking about data, data storage
and data analytics could, for some,
be the ultimate cure for insomnia,
so how come the new General
Data Protection Regulations (GDPR)
are keeping so many of us awake
at night?
Here we explain why you should
be motivated to learn about and
understand these new regulations,
where you can find reliable sources
of guidance and what the Chartered
Institute of Loss Adjusters (CILA) are
doing to support their members.
Working in claims involves
individuals and their data
So 25th May 2018 is the go live
date for GDPR, and the Information
Commissioners Office (ICO) state
that the following rights are to be
reinforced to individuals:

• The right to be informed
• The right of access
• The right to rectification
• The right to erase
• The right to restrict processing
• The right to data portability
• The right to object
• Rights in relation to automated
decision making and profiling.
A fundamental part of the unique
profession of loss adjusting is the
interaction with individuals, capturing
and using information to progress and
resolve claims. It is therefore advisable
for CILA members to understand and
be familiar with what is meant by each
of the above rights and to reflect on
how they might impact on day to day
interactions with individuals.

CILA Webinar
AD1 Examination Preparation
Friday 23rd February 2018

CILA Webinar
AD2 Examination Preparation
Monday 26th February 2018

CILA Workshop
Progressing Your Critical Analysis
Wednesday 28th February 2018
DoubleTree by Hilton Manchester
Piccadilly
1 Piccadilly Place
1 Auburn Street
Manchester
M1 3DG
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Knowledge of and compliance
with regulations is part of being
of claims professional
Members of the CILA will be aware
of the CILA Guide to Professional
Conduct (GPC) and breaching
GDPR regulations would not be in
keeping with our GPC. Setting and
maintaining the highest professional
and ethical standards in claims is
essential to the Institute as it
protects the reputation of all of our
members. You only need to look at
the ICO’s news feed to find cases of
prosecutions and penalties handed
out, so there are both legal and
professional reasons to comply.

essential reading and a highly
recommended route towards
ensuring compliance.

Essential reading
Compliance therefore being a
given, members will want to be
assured that they are preparing
to be compliant.

GDPR and loss adjusting activities
Led by the CILA Synergy Committee
the CILA is making direct approaches
to the ICO. The intention is to seek any
particular guidance associated
with our unique profession of loss
adjusting, for example are loss
adjusters Controllers or Processors?

The ICO have provided considerable
guidance on their website but in
particular their 12 steps guide is

The ICO go further with a check list,
in this you will find a guide for data
controllers and another for data
processors.
• A controller determines the
purposes and means of processing
personal data.
• A processor is responsible for
processing personal data on behalf
of a controller.
Again the ICO’s guide is where you
can find more information on this.

With special thanks to Shaun Kelly
who chairs the Synergy Committee,
our members can be assured that
the outcomes of our direct approach
to the ICO will be communicated
to members.
The GDPR will also apply to the
CILA itself. We are well on our
way and are taking guidance from
our Honorary Solicitor. Members
will most likely be asked to provide
consent regarding their CILA
membership record and CILA
communications. We urge you
to look out for this to ensure we
may keep in touch with you!

Malcolm Hyde
CILA Executive Director

Smithers Purslow provide UK wide
Engineering and Surveying support to
Insurers, their policyholders and their
respective advisors on all building and
liability claims to help progress and
resolve challenging issues and losses.

See our website for full range of services and
office locations or call 01572 822000, to discuss
your requirements.
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Standing in a very wet house on a freezing January
morning with many more visits arranged as a result
of deluge of burst pipe claims a very distressed, angry
and worried policyholder told me ‘This is the worst thing
that has ever happened to me and I expect you to sort
this whole mess out.’ The pressure on me as a young
trainee adjuster surrounded by collapsed ceilings,
a destroyed kitchen and bathroom felt immense but
I was determined to provide the best support and
indeed ‘sort the whole mess out’.
By the time I left the policyholder was reassured, we had
arranged dehumidifiers (no disaster restoration companies
in those days) and come to an agreement about the
arrangements to obtain estimates and of course alternative
accommodation.
Feeling satisfied that I had begun the process of sorting
out the mess, I returned to my Vauxhall Astra drove to
another road and pulled out my dictaphone to prepare
my report. ‘Next case please a Preliminary long format
report…..’ The report, for some considerable time, got
no further. My mind had wandered to a phone call I had
taken the previous morning. My then closest friend, also
an adjuster, had taken his own life only a few hours after
I had spoken to him. That really was the worst thing that
has ever happened to me. I was angry, confused and
distressed. The burst pipes and all their devastation paled
into insignificance as time stood very still for me.

Do you need
Independent
Professional
Expertise on claims?

¡ Technical and cost reports.
¡ Major loss design and project management.
¡ Disputes and complaints.

Treating Yourself Fairly

Smithers Purslow
Glaston Hall, Glaston, Rutland LE15 9BZ
01572 822000
glaston@smitherspurslow.com
www.smitherspurslow.com

As a loss adjuster you will almost always be dealing with
the immense stress, anger, distress and confusion of
others. Most of this we accept and handle seemingly as if
we are the sea soaking up all the water from all the rivers
that feed into it. However, inevitably there will be times,
for whatever reason that we too need some support to
deal with our own distress, anger and confusion.
The charity Mind provide a great guide to recognising
your own stress and how to deal with it, so be fair to
yourself and take a look at this and other guides such
as the NHS.
Finally, keep an appropriate eye out for your colleagues
and be mindful that if they are reacting in an
uncharacteristic manner just maybe there is something
else going on. You need not pry but sharing a coffee or
a sandwich break might be all that is needed.
Do treat yourself fairly!

Malcolm Hyde
CILA Executive Director

There is a perception that back then (1987) support was
not available. Fortunately for me I was able to return to my
office. Files lined across the floor from the surge of claims
and my manager was up to his eyes in allocation of
losses, briefings etc. He took one look at me, shut his
office door and gave me the time to explain why
for me at that moment those collapsed ceilings,
destroyed kitchens and bathrooms were not
my immediate priority.
My colleagues were informed and the
support was great, as was my pain. I was
able to continue with my work knowing
that if I couldn’t, I would be given
support. Knowing support was
available was in a strange way
more important than the
support itself.
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Qualification Success

Elevations since the November 2017 edition of Claims Focus

New Diploma Holders

New Chartered and Certified Members
• Steve Caffrey

Cunningham Lindsey UK

• Raymond Lyons

Cunningham Lindsey UK

• Victoria Aciro Lawoko

• Jane Galilee

Cunningham Lindsey UK

• Ronald McGuchan

Crawford & Company

• Leanne Fryer

• Julie Groves

Crawford & Company

• John Newnes

Vericlaim UK Limited

• Simone Lynch

• Tina Winterburn

Arthur J Gallagher

• Richard Headington	Channel Islands
Adjusters Limited
• Katarzyna Hoyle

Cunningham Lindsey UK

• Neil Wright	Crawford & Company
(Australia) Pty Ltd

• Gary Hurle	Cunningham Lindsey
New Zealand

Cunningham Lindsey UK

• Joanne McAleer

Cunningham Lindsey UK

• Lucy Bennion

Crawford & Company

• Philip McManus

Questgates Ltd

• Alasdair Boyle

Cunningham Lindsey UK

• James Miley

Cunningham Lindsey UK

• Sharon Brightwell

Cunningham Lindsey UK

• Chloe Nickless

Crawford & Company

• Stuart Cannon

Crawford & Company

• Angus Osborne-White

Crawford & Company

• Aruna Chandrapalan

Cunningham Lindsey UK

• Miles Perrin

Woodgate and Clark Limited

• Andrew Clydesdale

QuestGates Ltd

• Yee Phen

Mestari Adjusters SDN BHD

• Alison Collins

Zurich General Insurance

• Melissa Ratcliffe

Crawford & Company

• Sarah Durkin

Cunningham Lindsey UK

• Lars Richter

Crawford & Company

• Leah Geen

Cunningham Lindsey UK

• Philip Roberts

Crawford & Company

• Sharon Roberts

Crawford & Company

• Martin Skinner

McLarens

• Shane Kelleher

Cunningham Lindsey Ireland

• Ben King
• Rachel Laker

Cunningham Lindsey UK

• Meryl Martin

Cunningham Lindsey UK

Davies Group Limited

• Christopher Minter-Owen

AON Ltd

Quadra Claims Services Ltd

• Helen Wratten

Crawford & Company

New Certificate Holders
• Giorgio Capriotti

Sevatas

• Danielle Jones

Lloyds Banking Group

• Ashley Clancy

McLarens Aviation

• Denise Jordon

Cunningham Lindsey UK

• Jonathan Mackley

• Victoria Dixey

• Stuart Beech

• Scott Howden	Cunningham Lindsey
International

Crawford & Company

• Lisa Creaney

New Advanced Diploma Holder

• Charles Honner	Braemar Technical Services
(Adjusting) Pte Ltd

• Lorna Martin

• Josh Smith	Channel Islands Adjusters
Limited
• Steven Smith

Woodgate and Clark Limited

• Mark Weare

Crawford & Company

• Richard Wilson

Quadra Claims Services Ltd

Lark Group

• Mnana Dlamini

• Michael Ndhlovu
• Andrew Palmer

QuestGates Ltd

• Emma Douglas

Cunningham Lindsey UK

• Christopher Parker

• Catherine Ellis

Vericlaim UK Limited

• Michelle Proctor

Davies Group Limited

• Jane Fawcett

BHIB Insurance Brokers

• Lawrence Ray

QuestGates Ltd

• Sarah Gebbie

Cunningham Lindsey UK

• Michael Rossington

• Valentino Guerriero

BHIB Insurance Brokers

• Benjamin Rutt

Claims Consortium Group

• Robert Hammond

Lark Group

• Adam Wood

NHBC

• Jerin Jacob	Whitelaw Loss Adjusters
& Surveyors

TEMPORARY KITCHEN HIRE SOLUTION
Keep policyholders in their
homes with a unique and
cost effective solution.
Temporary kitchens that
can be set up in virtually
any room of the house.

www.kitchenpod.co.uk
This publication has been made available by the Chartered Institute of Loss Adjusters solely for the use and convenience of the reader. By making this
publication available the CILA does not offer any endorsement or recommendation of the views and opinions expressed therein. For a full explanation
of the terms and conditions upon which the CILA provides this publication please see our full disclaimer available on the Institute website.
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Contact us on 0203 859 7040 or info@kitchenpod.co.uk
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Product Recall in the
Oil and Gas sector
beyond a widget!
By Ian Woodhead BSc FRICS ACII FCILA FUEDI-ELAE
Matthews Daniel International and a member of the Construction,
Energy & Engineering SIG committee
Failure of a manufactured product
is a serious concern to any business
both in terms of financial loss and
reputational damage. Nowhere is
the potential impact more severe
than in the high value and complex
industry of oil refining, processing
and distribution.
Whilst it is the overriding expectation
from any customer that products
purchased are of good quality and
fit for their intended purpose it is a
fact of life that things can and do go
wrong. Product Recall Insurance
affords the manufacturer with a
measure of indemnity for the
reasonable and necessary cost of
recalling the defective product to
their own premises.
Size and complexity of the Product
There is no such thing as a standard
Product Recall Policy, albeit the
majority of wordings have evolved
from manufacturing in the food,
automotive, consumer product and
pharmaceutical industries. If you
have the proverbial “widget” in mind
when reading a typical policy it sort
of makes sense. However, how does
this apply to a major piece of
downstream equipment such as a
naphtha hydro-treater, a delayed
coking unit or even a 400km long
carbon steel pipeline – that has just
been buried in a 2m deep trench?
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What actually is “Recall”?
The trigger for the engagement of
a Product Recall claim is that the
product poses an imminent threat
of bodily injury or property damage.
Extensions of cover
It is not unusual for basic Product
Recall cover to be extended further,
by way of Endorsements or Extensions
to a general Product Liability policy.

Dismantling and Assembly
Endorsements cover the reasonable
cost incurred by the Insured for
taking apart and removal from the
customer’s premises those products

that do not conform to their intended
purpose, plus the installation and
assembly of replacement products
which are free from defects, but
not for the manufacture of the
replacement product.
Considering the “widget” scenario,
the cost is likely to be somewhat
less than a potential third party
claim for damages. However, where
latent defects have been discovered
during the post installation pressure
testing of an underground pipeline,
the term “Dismantling” takes on a
new meaning.

Testing and Sorting Extensions cover the
expense of testing other products that
do not currently have identified defects,
where there is “reasonable and justified”
concern that similar defects are feared in
products of the same type. In the case of
the “widget” this would ordinarily entail
visiting the customer’s premises to test a
sample of the supplied products. For large
item of plant inside an oil refining complex
or an underground pipeline the cost can
be substantial.
Be careful out there!
Manufacturers of products in the downstream
oil and gas sector are exposed to a more
diverse range of potential risks than in many
other industries.
The quantum implications can be significant,
especially if it proves necessary to recall a
specialist piece of plant or equipment from
a remote refinery or processing facility. The
customer is often located in a different part
of the world from the country of origin and
they are usually subject to a different legal
jurisdiction, which can be hostile to the
Policyholder. The estimated maximum
loss can have the potential to blow a hole
through the policy indemnity limit.

Synopsis of an article that appeared in the Conference
Book for the Onshore Energy Conference in London
on Tuesday 31 October, 2017. The full article is
available as a technical paper on the CILA website:
www.cila.co.uk/cila/special-interests-groups/
construction-energy-engineering

Envista Forensics Announces
2018 Webinar Schedules
CILA sponsor, Envista Forensics, has
released their 2018 global webinar
series schedules. Comprised of regional
schedules targeting North America, EMEA,
Asia Pacific, Latin America and Oceania,
Envista is excited to offer these monthly
educational webinars to insurers, loss
adjusters, brokers and solicitors. The
courses are presented live at 3:00 pm
GMT and attendance is complimentary.

To view their full schedules and register for
upcoming topics for the entire year, please
visit www.envistaforensics.com/webinars,
and select the regional series that best
accommodates your interests and schedule.

Upcoming EMEA dates and
topics include:
FEBRUARY 15
Concrete Technology
MARCH 22
Digital Forensics for Claims Professionals
APRIL 19
Transformers and Cycloconverters

Claims Focus January 2018
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Drone Technology
By Qlaims Ltd

The American magazine ‘Popular
Science’ predicted the use of radio
controlled aircraft in industry way
back in 1946. Commonly known as
drones, the full potential of this
technology is still yet to be realised.
Construction and agriculture have
been early adopters, and drones
are reducing costs and improving
efficiency in hundreds of innovative
ways in these industries.
So, how can the claims profession
take advantage of drone
technology?
Drones offer a range of benefits when
it comes to assessing claims. Rather
than having to erect ladders or
scaffolding, or use camera-poles,
a drone can reach hard to access
areas in minutes. High definition video
footage and photographs can be
captured to validate losses and allow
claims professionals to make informed
decisions. Using video streaming
8
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technology, live aerial footage from
the scene of a loss can be seen
anywhere in the world. Software
can produce detailed 3D maps from
drone captures, with measurements
calibrated automatically.
Large events like Hurricane Harvey have
been a testing ground for drones, and
prove the potential of this technology
when it comes to surge events. In the
aftermath of major incidents, loss
adjusters may not physically be able
to access affected areas. Aerial
footage from drones can be used to
quickly assess the extent of damage
and assist in reserving for underwriters.
Use of drones can also improve safety
in claims handling, as damage can be
observed from a distance.
Use of approved pilots
Public perception of drones has
suffered due to a minority of
irresponsible pilots, but new

regulations will improve this. Anyone
operating unmanned aircraft for
commercial purposes in the UK must
be approved to do so by the Civil
Aviation Authority (CAA). Obtaining
CAA ‘Permission to Fly Commercial
Operations’ (PFCO) involves sitting
an exam and taking a practical
flight test. The focus of PFCO training
and qualification is on safety and
compliance with the UK Rules of
the Air. See the CAA website for more
information www.caa.co.uk
Qlaims Ltd have a partnership with
Drone Safe Register, which means
we have access to a nationwide
network of CAA approved pilots.
For details of how our technology
can help you in the claims handling
process, please contact
Jon Mainwaring on 07388 345000
or at jmainwaring@qlaims.com

Claims Focus January 2018
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CILA Class of 2017
OVER 250 MEMBERS ACHIEVED A CILA
QUALIFICATION IN 2017, WITH 28 REACHING
CHARTERED OR CERTIFIED STATUS. HERE’S
WHAT SOME OF OUR CLASS OF 2017 HAD TO SAY:
I am proud to display the letters
ACILA, which not only demonstrates
technical knowledge and rience,
but also adherence to CILAexs pe
stringent
standards for professional cond
uct.

Neil Middleton

Neil Middleton, Major &
Co
Adjuster – Global Techn mplex Loss
ical Services,
Crawford & Company

I was delighted to receive
my letter from Malcolm on
14 December 2017 confirming
that I had achieved Chartered
Status. This was particularly e
pleasing given that Julie-ann
received her ‘Malcolm Letter’
earlier in the year. So, for
our older members: it’s never
too late, and for the younger
members, don’t leave it too long.

Claims Focus January 2018

Dean Ciaburro

and
I am both relievecdhieved
proud to have atus.
Chartered Sta

Jenny To

I am proud to move into the
ranks of Chartered Loss
Adjuster and believe that ther
qualification gives me greate
creditability with my peers.

nager,
Steve Caffrey, Branch Ma
ey
ds
Cunningham Lin

Undertaking the MCILA qualification was an
extremely challenging, but enjoyable experience.
My main reason for taking the exams was to gain
exposure to property claims and adjusting, having
only worked in casualty and motor claims to date. It
was very valuable in this regard, and has helped me
expand my technical claims knowledge considerably.

Steven McGhee, Senior Claims Technician, Zurich

Richard and Julie-anne
Headington

s
I can only recommend the CILA Examination
n
to any Loss Adjuster wishing to gai .
professional accreditation for their role
The technical content is challenging but
invaluable and highly rewarding.
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Jenny To, Principal Adjus
ting Executive,
Cunningham Lindsey

Steve Caffrey

rro
Dean Ciabu

nd Adjuster
Richard Headington, Channel Isla
Julie-anne Headington,
Channel Island Adjusters

estigator,
Neil Hanson, Complex Loss Inv
sey
Cunningham Lind

Becoming a Chartered Loss
Adjuster I feel is th highes
t
accolade working withe in
lo
ss
adjusting; I am extrem y
honoured and proud toelha
achieved this professional ve
qualification.

I would encourage others
as part of a team to work
towards achieving the ACILA
qualification as this can
often go some way towards
Insurers, Intermediaries and
Policyholders having a degree of
confidence, when dealing with
a qualified team of people.

Steven Webster, Property
Adjuster, Crawford & Company

Steven Webster

It is a huge honour totus.
achieve Chartered sta nfident
I already feel more co
and prepared for the
challenges ahead.
Richard Taylor

Adjuster,
Richard Taylor, Property
y
Cunningham Lindse

Very proud to have achieved
Chartered status – I d’ encourage
all younger/aspiring adjusters
in particular to complete their
qualifications as early as possible!

Daniel Overing, Commercial Property Loss
Adjuster, Vericlaim

I was delighted to learn of my
successful completion of ACILA.
I always felt it was important
to demonstrate technical
competence to my clients, and
as an internationally recognised
qualification I feel it does
just that.
Neil Wright, Head of Liability
(Queensland), Crawford &
Company (Australia)

My belief is
that by achieving
Chartered
Status I have
demonstrated to
John Newnes
my peers, and the
wider audience,
that I am committed
professionalism withintothe
industry as the designation
ACILA demonstrations a hi
level of expertise and a gh
commitment to ethical decis
making during the claim pr ion
ocess.
John Newnes, Loss Ad
juster, Vericlaim

I was thrilled to have achieved
Chartered Status. It is indeed
worthwhile to commit to and attain
this professional Qualification,
particularly young CILA
members wishing to
gain qualified
accreditation in
their claims role.

Charmaine Fleming,
Executive Adjuster,
McLarens

Charmaine
Fleming
Claims Focus January 2018
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Recovery opportunity?
Simple steps to aid
forensic investigations
As a trainee loss adjuster it can be daunting to decide when
and when not to appoint a forensic investigator on a claim.

Recovery opportunities are often lost because a scene is
disturbed, usually unnecessarily.
Conducting your initial site visit
Some practical guidance on how to approach your initial
site visit is provided below. The list is not exhaustive and,
if in doubt, please discuss with senior colleagues or insurers’
local forensic representatives.
On Fire claims
• In addition to taking photographs of the seat of the fire,
take photographs of the surrounding area. Top Tip from
IFIC Forensics – rather than photographing just the
wiring and/or appliance where the fire emanated, take
a photograph from all four corners of the room which
gives a wider view of the scene and any contentious
burn patterns.
• Take all reasonable steps not to disturb any evidence and
if the cause of the fire is wiring or an appliance, establish
if any recent wiring work was carried out or the age of
the appliance.
• If the cause of the fire involves a larger appliance, ensure
that this is not merely left outside susceptible to the
weather elements but, where possible, arrange for it to
be covered up or retained prior to a forensic investigator
attending. Most forensic organisations have storage
facilities if need be.

• Should the circumstances of the fire seem suspicious
or unclear, obtain Police details and consider discussions
with a forensic investigator.
On Escape of Water claims
• Take photographs of the damage and the area where
the leak appears to emanate from.
• It is important to take photographs of all areas of
damage and their vicinity. Situations can arise where
the extent of damage is exaggerated and suddenly
more severe than initially recorded by the loss adjuster.
• Always consider whether there have been recent
plumbing works. Faulty workmanship or faulty
components could be the cause and provide recovery
opportunities. Make sure any plumbing components
involved are retained and not thrown away.
In summary, when attending site, as well as focusing on
remediation of the claim itself it is imperative that loss
adjusters also consider what insurers may need in terms
of evidence to pursue any potential subrogation. If there
is a potential recovery; where possible leave evidence in
situ for forensics to examine and take a “hands in pockets”
approach to avoid any disturbance.
IFIC Forensics are supporting sponsors of the CILA
Property SIG. For more information on IFIC specialisms
and services, please visit their website at www.ific.co.uk

The Future of Claims
Handling is Here Now
Visit www.qlaims.com to see the future of claims handing. We are an insuretech company
specialising in claim solutions for the insurance community. Our innovative solutions include:

This article by the Property SIG and IFIC Forensics
provides some practical advice on how to approach
property claims which have the potential for a recovery
and therefore bring the prospect of a forensic
investigation.
Loss Adjusters can play a pivotal role in recoveries
Insurable damage will be dealt with by an insurer in line
with the extent of policy cover but where there are rights
of subrogation (recovery), the insurers will seek a recovery
of their outlay, should such an opportunity arise.
It is imperative that the appointed loss adjuster is first able
to identify such opportunities promptly during the early
stages of a claim and second, draws together all vital
evidence to support the recovery action before it is too late.
12
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It should be remembered that the insured may also have
uninsured losses to recover, so the duty of the loss adjuster
extends to both parties.
The purpose of article is not to delve into the legal aspects
of subrogation but rather to provide some practical tips for
loss adjusters on how to maximise recovery opportunities
on property claims and avoid loss of vital evidence.

Voice & video streaming software
- we communicate directly with
Customer via a smart phone or
other mobile device.

Preserving the scene
As soon as an incident occurs, the clock is ticking in terms
of protecting potentially vital evidence. During first contact
with a policyholder the loss adjuster should give guidance to
the insured so that, in relevant circumstances, the scene is
preserved and remediation work is not commenced prior
to the loss adjuster or forensic investigators being present.

> For further information visit www.qlaims.com
> Alternatively contact Development Director Jon Mainwaring
@ jmainwaring@qlaims.com

A national network of Qlaims
Responders - on site within two hours.

A national network of Drone Pilots
to take photos and live stream video
where it’s not possible to get feet
on the ground.

+44(0)7388 345000

Level 30, The Leadenhall Building, 122 Leadenhall Street, London, EC3V 4AB

Bringing new intelligence to insurance claims
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